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Judgment of the Court of First Instance in Case T-410/03 

Hoechst GmbH v Commission  

THE COURT OF FIRST INSTANCE REDUCES THE FINE IMPOSED ON HOECHST 
FOR ITS PARTICIPATION IN A CARTEL ON THE SORBATES MARKET TO 

EUR 74.25 MILLION 

The Commission erred in attributing the role of leader of the cartel to Hoechst and infringed the 
principles of sound administration and equal treatment 

On 1 October 2003, the Commission decided that one European company (Hoechst) and four 
Japanese companies (Chisso, Daicel, Nippon Synthetic and Ueno) had infringed Community 
competition law by participating in a cartel on the sorbates market between 1978 and 1996. 
Sorbates are preservatives used to prevent the growth of micro-organisms such as bacteria and 
moulds essentially in food.  

The Commission imposed fines totalling EUR 138.4 million on four of the five undertakings. A 
fine of EUR 99 million was imposed on the German company Hoechst. That amount reflected, 
amongst other things, its role as leader of the cartel (jointly with Daicel) and the fact that it was a 
repeat offender. Chisso was given complete immunity from any fine since it was the first 
undertaking to provide the Commission with decisive evidence of the existence of the cartel.  

Hoechst brought an action before the Court of First Instance requesting annulment of the 
decision or alternatively a reduction of its fine.  

The Court has rejected the application for annulment of the decision and most of Hoechst's 
arguments seeking a reduction of its fine. However, it holds that the Commission committed two 
errors which justify a reduction in the amount of the fine imposed.  

First, the Court holds that the Commission failed to have regard to the principles of sound 
administration and equal treatment. Although the Commission clearly displayed its intention not 
to disclose to the cooperating undertakings, in particular to Hoechst, the fact that other 
undertakings had taken steps to obtain immunity from a fine, it simultaneously assured Chisso 
that ‘fair warning' would be given to it if another company looked like overtaking it in relation to 
cooperation.  



 

In light of the importance of the observance by the Commission of the principles of sound 
administration and equal treatment in administrative procedures, and in the exercise of its 
unlimited jurisdiction, the Court decides to reduce the amount of the fine imposed on 
Hoechst by 10% in order to take account of the breach of those principles.  

Second, the Court holds that the Commission erred in taking Hoechst’s role as a leader of the 
cartel into account as an aggravating circumstance, without, however, stating that circumstance 
sufficiently clearly and precisely in the statement of objections. In this respect, the Court notes 
that, although all the elements of fact on which the Commission relied in the Decision to 
substantiate the claim that the applicant was a leader of the cartel were already to be found in the 
statement of objections, those elements were set out at various points, without any link being 
established between them and without being characterised in any particular way by the 
Commission. Moreover, certain facts taken into account by the Commission did not make it 
possible to conclude sufficiently precisely that the role of leader would be attributed to Hoechst. 
It follows from that lack of precision that Hoechst was not in a position to defend itself properly.  

Accordingly, the Court varies the Decision and holds that it is not necessary to apply the 
aggravating circumstance of leader against Hoechst and to increase the fine in that regard. 

Taking into account those two errors, the Court therefore recalculates the fine imposed on 
Hoechst and the final amount is reduced from EUR 99 million to EUR 74.25 million.  

 

REMINDER: An appeal, limited to points of law only, may be brought before the Court of 
Justice of the European Communities against a decision of the Court of First Instance, 
within two months of its notification. 

Unofficial document for media use, not binding on the Court of First Instance. 

Languages available: ES DE EN EL FR IT 

The full text of the judgment may be found on the Court’s internet site 
http://curia.europa.eu/jurisp/cgi-bin/form.pl?lang=EN&Submit=rechercher&numaff=T-410/03  

It can usually be consulted after midday (CET) on the day judgment is delivered. 
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